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Excel 2007: Business Statistics with Curtis Frye shows managers and executives how to assess their organization's data effectively by applying statistical analysis techniques. The course covers important statistical terms and definitions, and then dives into techniques using the tools in Excel: formulas and functions for calculating averages and standard deviations, charts and graphs for summarizing data, and the Analysis ToolPak add-in for even greater insights into data. Exercise files are included with the course. Topics include: Understanding statistical terms. Creating a basic Excel Start by marking “Learning Business Statistics with Microsoft Excel 2000” as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. Dynamic use of Excel's graphics utilizes Excel's capabilities to view such topics as probability density function and normal distribution relationships. Cultural value approach is used as an alternate to the vice-versa approach as used by most other books. Useful to any professional who uses quantitative analysis: financial analysts and accountants. ...more. Get A Copy. Kindle Store. Amazon. Online Stores â–¾.